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AMERICA'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ORGAN

I. Introduction

'merica's contribution to the development of the organ has been

somewhat limited and of such recent years, that it is difficult to ob-

tain information. ~ut slight interest was taken in organ building in

the United States until a^out the middle of the nineteenth century.

Much of the improvement of the organ is due fin America) to Roosevelt,

the New York builder. tr e spent much time on experiments in electric-

ity and in the principle of the individual valve. Other men who have

made patents are E. M. Skinner, Ira Bassett, G. S. Hutchings, J. H.

Oiell, C. S. Haskell and Philipp wirsching.

Vhe Puritans of Boston, as late as 1715, refused the gift of an

organ from Thomas Brattle. The instrument went to King's Chapel and

later to ^ewburyport and Portsmouth, N. H. It is still in existence

in the latter city and capable of use. The restricted use of an in-

strument in the early American church was one cause for the slow de-

velopment of the organ in this country. Organs were made in America

as early as 1745 when "dward Promfield, Jr., copied an English model.

The first electric action organ was built in America in 1876 by

Roos evel t

.

oosevelt has now 1915) been dead for several years, but his

: ideas have been worked upon by other builders and are being brought

to perfection. "any patents have been made by Americans - perhaps

the most important is that of oohn Turnell Austin in 1694, "the uni-

versal air-chest", by which the whole inside of the organ practically

|

becomes a reservoir of wind. in this system which represents the
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most radical cV>ange in organ building, the whole mechanism of the or-

gan, except the key-action, is included in the wind chest.

The following explanations will be needed in this paper: The

word 'stop' is used in two senses - ;or the handles or draw stops

which are placed near the or^an-player , and by which he can shut off

or draw on the various registers, ^>»4 Fegi»t»ep»-, a ad for the

registers themselves. 'Register' refers to a set of pipes giving a

certain quality of tone throughout the compass of one organ. The

'jamb' is that part of the organ on which the draw-stops are placed

near the player. The 'console* consists of the manuals, draw-stops,

pedals, and accessories of the organ, taken as a whole, and as dis-

tinct from the actual pipes and bellov/s. The 'couplers' are a mech-

anism by means of which when their stops are drawn one manual is com-

bined with another, or with the pedals.

II. Draw-stop and Combination Action

A very neat and convenient draw- stop jamb was invented and pat-

ented by Ernest If. Skinner, Boston, "assachusetts , in 1898. The

jain'-s are movable, being hinged to the ends of the console, close to

the cheeks of the manual claviers. When the console is closed, the

jambs are parallel 10 the clsviei cheeks, and when the console is open

ed, the jambs ire ~oved into and remain in a necessary and convenient

angular position. Apart from convenience, the arrangement allows the

console to be reduced in length and to be made particularly compact

|and portable. This form of console is commonly adopted by the Hutch-

in^s-Votey Organ Company, of Boston, i'or its electro-pneumatic organs,

'..hat ever the position of the draw- stop Knobs may be, they should be

very carefully ana distinctly grouped, so that those belonging to each
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division of the or^an may be readily distinguishable. n addition

to a satisfactory draw- stop action every church organ of any import-

ance should have an adjustable combination action. Hilbourne L.

Roosevelt, of New York, was the first builder to nstrate in a

practical runer ihe great advantage of such an action. This is ex-

plained in rentries, printed in 1883, on the "Roosevelt latent Adjust-

able Combination 'ction." By this novel contrivance the player is en-

abled to place any combination of stops he may require, under immedi-

ate control, altering such combination as frequently as may be desired

instead of being compelled to use invariably an arbitrary and unalter-

able selection placed at v is disposal by a builder who solely relies

on the usual combination """edals. The mechanism is controlled either

by a series of pistons placed under eac~ manual, or by ordinary Med-

als; but inasmuch as the effect is not identical in each case, it will

perhaps, be advisable to describe them separately. When pistons are

employed - and they are in many respects preferable, a series of them

affecting the stops in each department of the instrument is placed

under the corresponding manuals. Rows of small vertical levers will

also be found, agreeing in number with the pistons, and displayed on

the right and left of the keyboards above the draw-steps. These lev-

ers represent the registers, and are labeled accordingly, and the

pressure of the lower end of any one of them will cause the stop it

represents to be 'drawn on" when the piston is used which controls

the row in which this lever is situated, so that any desired combina-

tion may be readily 'set' on each of these appliances.

The Pedal stops are connected vit v the Great Organ pistons, in

Idltion to which, pedals are inserted whose action governs them ex-
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clusively. The coiplers also are controlled by this mechanism, those

belonging to each manual being acted upon by its pistons. It is like-

wise worthy of remark that the use of this mechanism renders the part-

ial drawing of a stop an impossibility, and ns t'^e registers are vis-

ibly operated, the tonal condition of the organ can always be ascer-

tained by a casual glance, which is a matter of the utmost importance

to an organist when dealing with an unfamiliar instrument.

III. Expressive Powers

American organ builders have displayed more intelligence than

others in the matter of the expressive divisions of the organ, as in

other things. The greatest builder in the United States, Roosevelt,

entirely discontinued the old practice of leaving the clarinet outside

a swell-box. It is a highly characteristic reed of imitative and

pleasing quality, which imparts an agreeable variety to the softer

combinations, and so it should have great expressive powers. This is

not the case in most organs, but of forty- four schemes of organs of

various sizes given by Roosevelt, there is not one in which the clar-

inet is left uninclosed. It was left to Roosevelt to establish a new

treatment of the Great organ, that is giving it powers of expression,

by means of a swell-box. Up to 1903 no steps had been taken in this

direction by English, French, or German builders, and consequently

America made this great contribution to the development of th= organ.

Roosevelt also realized the importance of inclosing the choir division

in a swell-box. T
' e put it inside the swell-box of the great organ (it

should never be put in v/ith the swell organ). This simplifies the

organ, in that it requires but two expression levers. But if all con-

ditions are favorable it :s better to have a separate swell-box for
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the choir and have three expression levers; but when there is a solo

organ, combine the choir and great and leave the third lever for the

solo division.

IV. Concert Organ

Roosevelt's organ in the Auditorium, Chicago, is not as large

as others, but greatly superior tonally, and it is unquestionably the

most perfect organ in all matters of flexibility, powers of express-

ion, and mechanism, ever constructed. For this reason, the stop spec-

ifications are given. It comprises one hundred and seven speaking

8 tops, and two mechanical bell stops, formed respectively of steel

bars and bell-metal tubes. The Pedal organ contains nineteen stops

all of which are unexpr ess i ve ; the Great organ contains twenty stops,

thirteen of which are made expressive and flexible by being inclosed

in a swell-box; the Swell organ contains twenty- three stops, all of

which are inclosed in a swell-box; the choir organ has sixteen speak-

ing stops and a Carillon, of twenty-four steel bars, all inclosed in

a special swell-box; the Solo organ contains fourteen speaking stops

and chimes, of twenty-five tubular bells, all inclosed in a separate

swell-box; the Echo organ contains eleven stops, inclosed in a special

swell-box; and the Stage organ consists of four uninclosed stops. Of

the one hundred and seven speaking stops seventy-seven are rendered

flexible and expressive by being inclosed in five independent swell-

boxes, controlled by three balanced levers. Roosevelt also fitted

his concert organs with "automatic adjustable combination action".

The leading European builders have given this little attention, and

its introduction and practical application appear to be due to the

ingenuity and skill of Canadian and American builders. They were usee
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in America as early as 1663 when not an attempt had been made toward

a similar action in Eurox>e. The speaking stops of the concert organ

are quite important, and of those of orchestral tone should be as

highly imitative as possible. A closer imitation of the horn, euphon-

ium and saxophone is yet to be obtained. The best imitation of the

saxophone is that produced by a labial stop invented by Mr. W. E.

Haskell of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The metal, labial pipes most

successfully imitate the orchestral instruments.

As to the Chamber organ little has been done in any country.

But in the last ten years there has been an awakening interest along

this line, notably in America. The most progressive builders are at-

tempting to work out a good Chamber organ and not allow a 'boxed -up'

small church organ to serve the purpose any longer. This organ should

have imitative voices in a refined character and should be developed

along the lines of the concert organ, in the proper proportions. The

Aeolian Company has done wonders in this particular, but their organs

are so expensive Lh-^t few can have them.

The pipes of the organ may be divided into the following groups:

V. Chamber Crgan

VI. Tonal Appointment of the Organ

First Group £ econd Group

•~>rgan Tone Orchestral Tone

Un imitative duality Imitative Quality

1 . Pure Organ-Tone 1. Orchestral Flute-Tone

2 . Free Organ-Tone 2. Orchestral String-Tone

3. Flute Organ-Tone 3. Orchestral Peed-Tone

4. Viol Organ-Tone 4. Orchestral Brass-Tone
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The first ^roup includes the pipes which really make up the organ

pipes, but are the easiest obtained; the second group gives the orch-

estral coloring and require a great deal of care and experiment. The

solo stops of the American organ are beautifully voiced, especially

the soft ones. in this respect America is far in the lead of the

world. German and American builders have paid more attention to the

tonal appointment of their organs than any others. The Americans

have given especial heed to the claims of wood stops and the tonal

chaacters of their organs have gained accordingly, for in the wood

stops, v;hich yield the flute organ-tone we have a most valuable ser-

ies of voices. In the greatest concert organ in America (1903) Aud-

itorium, Chicago, ?s to tonal appointment the imitative s iring- toned

stops were very unsatisfactory. Up to about that time the orchestral

oboe had invariably been a small-scaled metal reed stop, but about

1903 an open wood labial stop was invented by Mr. Haskell, of Phila-

delphia, -the tone of which is a splendid imitation of that of the

orchestral instrument when properly played. As before mentioned, Mr.

Haskell also invented the best and only satisfactory organ stop yet

made, that yields tones strictly imitative of saxophones. This pipe

is not a reed— Out a small- scaled open wood stop, furnished with cy-

lindrical harmonic bridges. This slop opens up possibilities in tone

production that point to further advances in the organ as a musical

instrument

.

Another important factor in the tonal appointment of the organ

is its expressive powers. HilDourne and "Prank Roosevelt realized the

great advantage of having a part of the speaking stops of the Great

organ in a swell-box. In the organ building world no builders have
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realized the artistic necessity of imparting expressive powers to the

Choir organ ns the ''oosevelts of i.ew York and their practical advo-

cacy forms a valuable page i-i organ history. Perhaps the mont note-

worthy "^cho organ, in a modern instrument, is that of the large organ

in the Auditorium at Chicago. It is in an elevated locality, above

the all, more than a hundred feet from the console, is inclosed in

a swell-box, and is played from the fourth or Solo organ clavier .

VI I . Compass

The compass of the organ varies greatly, not only in different

countries but with the various builders of every country. The down-

ward range is more firmly fixed than the upward. in the United States

the CC (two octaves below middle C) downward limit has always been

in favor, as both English and Herman influences lead to this desir-

able end. To-day this downward limit is invariably adopted for the

manual claviers of organs of nroper construction. In America the

top range is g, a, (two octaves and a half above middle C) or c (three

octaves above middle C) . The Roosevelt organs in the Cathedral of

Incarnation, Garden City, Long Island, and Drace Church, New York,

have all their manual claviers carried up to c, as have all American

organs of recent years. But there are many examples of the g and a

limits in American organs. The highest limit in pedals is G (32 note;-

from low C) -- one at Convention Halli Kansas City, Missouri.

VIII. The Swell

The swell in the organ was invented by Englishmen first, in

London in 1712. In America the work of the T.'essrs. Roosevelt, >.ew

York, has done much toward the development and improvement of this

phase of the instrument. Their organ at the First Congregational
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Church, Great 3arrington, Yas3achuse Lts , has three manual divisions

| exclusive of the ! cho of five stops), forty-eight speaking stops, of

which thirty-eight are expressive and under perfect control as regards

strength of tone. Disposition of the stops: Great--sevent een stops,

seven inclosed and accordingly partly expressive; Swell-- eighteen

stoos--is enclosed and entirely expressive; and Choir— thirteen stops

--in a separate swell-box and entirely expressive. We find the great-

est development achieved by Roosevelt in his organ at the Auditorium,

Chicago, in the direction of flexibility and expression. Of the

eighty-six sounding stops, seventy-nine are enclosed in five separate

swell-boxes and these are controlled by three balanced expression

levers. No organ scheme devised in any country previous to 1905 can

in the least be compared with the plan made, but not used, for the

organ in Sydney, N. S. "W. in matters of flexibility, expression, easy

control, and mechanical accessories. The largest and most remarkable

organ in existence in 1908 was that built by the American Art Organ

Company, Los Angeles, California, at Convention Hall, Kansas City,

Missouri. It presents what may be safely considered to be the high-

est practical development in the direction of flexibility and powers

of compound expression.

IX. The Manual Clavier

A single manual clavier, in a finished instrument has two prin-

cipal divisions; namely, the key-frame or the fra.rework which supports

the keys, and the keys, which are movable. The cheeks of the key-

frame are the two thick rails, set on ed,,e, which form its sides. The

long quadrangular rod which forms the lever or main portion of a key

is termed the jody or stock; the combs are the raised pieces of ebony
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attached to the playing portions of the shorter key bodies which form

the sharp keys, and the platings a re the thin plates of ivory attach-

ed to the playing portions of the longer key bodies which form the

nat iral keys. V.hen there are two, three, four or five claviers they

mu»t be placed close enough together that the performer can perform

on two consecutive claviers with the thumb and fingers of one hand.

This is attained i-i one of two ways: by bringing the playing portion

of one nearer to the level of the other than would otherv/ise be prac-

ticable, or by advancing the upper so as to overhang the lower one

without making it inconvenient to manipulate the latter. The project-

ing keyboards are used almost universally by American builders and

they h-^ve shown that they should be invariably used in case of three,

four or five claviers. The Roosevelt organs have made a good step in

this direction by giving the same amount of projection to each row,

which is to be commended on account of appearance and utility.

X. The Manual Couplers

The sticker coupler was introduced by English and American or-

ganists, but to find the unison sticker coupler in its highest dev-

elopment one mu^t look to the works of certain American organ buildert

in which one finds that careful attention to minute detail which is

rarely met with in the works of European builders. American builders

of first rank exercise great ingenuity, skill, and care in all such

mechanical details; and in this direction surpass the builders of

all other countries. The following description is of the manual

claviers and unison couplers as adopted by the late Roosevelt Company.

This coupler has a flat sticker which passes first through the sliding

register, and thence through slots cut in Swell keys, above which
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they are hinged to the rocking adjustable bars. The rocking bars are

secured to the upper surface of the Swell keys by two screws each; anc

these screws, operating against each other provide an easy and per-

fect adjustment of the coupler without requiring the removal of any

keys .

XI. The Relief Pallet

The wind-chest is that portion of the organ on which pipes are

planted, and by means of which the compressed air from the bellows

is supplied to the pipe-work through the agency of the mechanical

parts of its construction which are commanded by the key and draw-

stop action of the instrument. The pallet and slider wind-chest (in

common use to-day) comprises two important divisions; the larger de-

signated as the wind-chest proper, and the smaller division the pal-

let-box. The wind-chest proper consists of the frame, the table on

which it is built, the sliders and bearers, the upper-boards, and the

rack-boards, which are merely supports for the feet of the pipes.

The pallet-box, in its usual a.nd simplest form, is an air-tight box

which is attached to the under face of the wind-chest frame, extend-

ing its entire length. The resistance and strain caused by the press-

ure of the condensed air upon the closed pallets of the wind chest is

its most objectionable element. In 1894 Messrs. V/illiam and Edward

King patented a simple lever action for relieving the touch in con-

nection with the ordinary slider and pallet wind-chest. The main

feature of the invention is the combination with a pallet of several

pull-dov/n wires connected therewith at different distances from the

movable end of the pallet, and means for moving the pull-down wires

successively

.
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XII. The Pneumatic Lever

The pneumatic lever is an air appliance for relieving the

weight of tl e touch of large instruments. It was first invented in

England, but American "builders have done the most toward bringing it

nearer perfection. There is a chamber charged with compressed air

from the organ bellows; then a wire, connected with the manual key,

draws down a pallet which admits this compressed air into a smaller

chamber. The chamber has three openings: one over the pallet; one to

the external air; and one for the reception of the conveyance pipe.

Above the opening to the external air is a disc-valve, connected by

a wire with the pallet. Then a small bellows is connected with the

chamber by the conveyance pipe. Above this apparatus is a small

wind-chest. Its lower chamber is the pallet-box charged with com-

pressed air from the bellows, while above is one of the grooves of the

chest on which the pipes are planted. This mechanism greatly relieves

the touch of the manual keys. In 1888, Mr. Ira Bassett, of Chicago,

Illinois, patented an improved exhaust pneumatic lever action, which

is in several respects the most satisfactory, as it certainly is the

most compact ever invented. The Roosevelt and Bassett appliances,

constructed similarly to the one described above have aided greatly

in the development of the organ. The Bassett lever has been highly

recommended by V/. P. Crosby, General Manager of the Roosevelt Organ

Factory, and A. B. Felgemaker, organ builder of Erie, Pennsylvania.

Tubular pneumatic action although an English invention has been so

greatly improved by Americans that its present successful appliance

is due to them.
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XIII. Tubular Pneumatic Action

The object of the tubular-pneumatic action is to do away with

the complicated mechanism for connecting the keys with the pallets

of the sound-boards. The pneumatic apparatus at or near the keys is

connected v/ith that of the instrument, and in connection with the

pallets by means of a tube or tubes. There are many forms, each

slightly different from th p oth^r, but that which constitutes the

tubular-pneumatic action is alike in all: namely, the pneumatic tube,

connecting the mechanical part directly and immediately controlled

by the keys with the distant appliance (through any intermediate ap-

pliances) which directly commands the movements of the wind-chest

pallets or valves. There are five strikingly different systems.

The fifth and the best of all is that in which natural exhaust is

alone used to control the pallets of the wind-chest, and in which

the key valve-box is a very simple appliance: its valves, which are

directly connected with the keys, have merely to open and close the

near ends of the pneumatic tubes in the free air. The compressed air,

which is allowed to escape or exhaust itself into the surrounding air

on the opening of a key-valve, is furnished by the organ-wind in the

pallet-box of the distant wind-chest, in v/hich are placed the pneu-

matic levers or motors for actuating the pallets which supply the

pipe-work. The most satisfactory action on this excellent system is

that invented and patented by "r . John H. Odell, of Tew York. Other

American patents constructed on the same general principle are a

valve-box patented by T'r. W. E. Haskell of Brattleboro, Vermont, and

a "new and improved tubular-key and pneumatic- valve action" by Mr.

Peter Paggstrom of Brooklyn, -ew York.
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XIV. The Combination Action

The combination action of the organ is that portion of its mech-

anism by means of which certain fixed or adjustable combinations of

speaking stops and couplers are brought into use by single operations

of the performer's hands or feet. The early combination actions were

not adjustable, that is, the combinations were permanently set on the

several pistons. It is only in the last fifteen years that English

organ- builders have realized the importance of an adjustable combina-

tion action. It was some years after Mr Hilbourne L. Roosevelt ap-

plied his "Patent Adjustable Combination Action" to his fine organs

that any such attempt was made in Europe. To Americans belongs the

credit of having invented and successfully applied this action to the

organ. This is essentially important, since, no matter how complete

the action or mechanism, it is very imperfect unless it is immediately

adjustable by the hands of the performer. The earliest attempt to-

ward this action was made in America by H. L, Roosevelt in 1882, and

most of the work along this line was done by Americans. Others who

aided are Frank Roosevelt, George A. ^utchings, of Cambridge, Mass.

i

Jesse '"'oodberry, Boston, and Philipp V'irsching, of Salem, Ohio.

XV. Electricity

electricity has come to take an important part in the organ-

building world of the last twenty years. The electric-pneumatic ac-

tion is used to some extent now, although when first introduced it

was thought to be very unreliable. The Roosevelt Company has spent

much time, energy and money on the development of this particular

phase of the organ. Others who have made important inventions are

1 . B. Fleming, Edwin S. Votey, and Ernest M. Skinner. The Americans
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seem to be the most ingenious and are unexcelled in these later con-

trivances which are gradually perfecting the "King of Instruments".

The first electric action organ was set up in America at the Centen-

nial Exposition, 1676. The electric action makes the communication

between the key and pipe by means of electricity. It is admirable

when the pipes are a long distance from the keys, but is quite liable

to get out of order. The Roosevelt invention of electric action gave

rise to placing a part of the pipes a long distance away from the

keyboard, and so echo effects were possible which would have been en-

tirely impracticable under the old regime. The perfection of the

electric organ, built in 1676 was the most successful of its kind

then. In 1695 Edwin S. Votey took out three electro-pneumatic patents,

all connected with the wind-chest. In 1898 Mr. E. M. Skinner took out

a patent for several important inventions. He greatly improved the

electrical coupler, and the electro-magnet. In 1900 Mr. w". B. Fleming

patented a good key contact. In this device a metal plate is screwed

on the upper surface of the key tail, carrying at its free end a small

transverse piece, preferably of silver wire. The contact is a spring

plate, on the under sice of the free end of which a corresponding

piece of silver wire is attached diagonally. When the key is depress-

ed, the pieces of silver wire come together with a sliding motion,

preventing the liability to undue wear or burning out at any point.

This is the most successful of the various forms thus far invented.

It is shown by the foregoing that America has been the prime fac-

tor in the development of many parts of the organ and is rapidly com-

ing to the front in the organ building world.
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